
Milton’s Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Core Knowledge Overview – Year Two 

A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z 

Use a capital letter for: 

place         name        I      start of a sentence 

 

 

London         Jack         I am         He sat down. 

You can end a sentence with:  

 

A full stop for a statement or a command 

The boy was happy with his work. 

      Put the pencil down.  

 

A question mark for a question sentence 

        Where is my hat?  

 

An exclamation mark for an exclamation      

sentence.  

What an amazing adventure it was! 

In a list of 2 or more things, don’t use and too 

much use a 

        comma 

They had a cat, a dolphin and a zebra in the zoo. 

If something belongs to someone, you need an 

apostrophe.  

Bethany’s hat          Oliver’s shoes 

 

 

If there is a letter missing, you need an apostrophe 

too.  

do not            would not              it is  

 don’t             wouldn’t                it’s 

Noun phrases change a noun and can add    

description. If you add 2 adjectives, don’t forget 

your comma! 

The large, furry cat sat on the mat.  

Use conjunctions to extend sentences: 

Coordinating conjunctions join two main clauses 

 

He walked past the lake and he walked to the hut. 

The shadow disappeared but he still felt scared. 

Would they come in or would they stay away? 

The night ended so he could finally fall asleep.  

 

Subordinating conjunctions join a main clause and a 

subordinate clause.  

 

His legs shook because of what he saw. 

It was the wind that ran up his back. 

He shivered when the cold touched his skin. 

He could be warm if only he was inside.  

We can make new words by adding suffixes:  

dark      excite      colour      home      quick 

  

darkness   excitement  colourful   homeless   quickly 

Capital letters 

He sat down. 

List sentences  Conjunctions 

Punctuation Apostrophes 

Noun phrases  Suffixes  

+ness +ment +ful +less +ly 


